
Customer Comments about Shear Fuzion product 

 

Enrico is the reason I go to a barber's now and not Great Clips or Supercuts. Shearfuzion really gets the 
job done, I highly recommend it.  
gmen2112 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+26  
  

Reply  

it works well  
mmedfo (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+28  
  

Reply  

Rico is the man ! Always a great cut. Forget the big chains, nothing like the personal service Rico 
provides, just like the old neighborhood barber...but more!  
louiea91 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+25  
  

Reply  

No one does it like Enrico!  
hogie2113 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+20  
  

Reply  

Works great, I loved my haircut  
jakeb3482 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+18  
  

Reply  

Enrico is the man!  
nlllax (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+20  
  

Reply  

Just went to Enrico's for the first time. He is absolutely the best. Great guy too.  
zaspra (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+20  
  

Reply  

Also just got back from Enrico's; best haircut, fast, and at a very good price. Shearfuzion works great. 
Great guy also.  
BPLND (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+21  
  

Reply  

Go Enrico!  The innovator extraordinaire.  
x2nbenn (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+16  
  

Reply  

ShearFuzion is a great new haircutting product that anyone who does haircuts at home should have. 
Saves the extra step between combing and cutting- a must have. Enrico- I hope you have a patent!  
allian330 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+16  
  

Reply  
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My sister-in-law cuts hair in Boston. Just bought her a pair for Christmas and she absolutely loves them!! 
She's recommending them to the employees in the entire salon. Props to me for a good xmas present!  
bftabbutt (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+18  
  

Reply  

Just got my hair cut today by Enrico using the ShearFuzion method...great cut fast at a good price, and 
the Fuzion was fantastic. Thanks Enrico!  
cah73 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+19  
  

Reply  

Took about 15 minutes to cut my hair..good product  
chetlandin (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+18  
  

Reply  

Enrico's the only place I'll go to get my hair cut. The ShearFuzion lets him do a great job very quickly, and 
who wouldn't want that?  
eyeball52 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+17  
  

Reply  

Great product. It makes so much sense.  Maybe one day you'll see them in every barber shop.  
Cronus19881988 (7 months ago) Show Hide  

+18  
  

Reply  

Great guy, great place, great cut!  
joesed4 (6 months ago) Show Hide  

+18  
  

Reply  

I've been going to Enrico's for over 25 years with a small break in there because I moved out of the area 
and my wife would cut my hair. Since the divorce, i couldn't trust her with scissors anymore so i travel 30 
minutes for a cut. It's worth the drive! Great cut, great price, and even faster with the Shear Fuzion.I 
highly recommend Enrico and his Shear Fuzion!  
earboy1 (6 months ago) Show Hide  

+17  
  

Reply  

The EnricoCut surpasses all competition!  
baileyroche (6 months ago) Show Hide  

+15  
  

Reply  

Amazing! With this technology, Enrico is able to cut my hair quickly during my lunch-break. And it looks 
great every time. Cut hair? You should check this out.  
kashmir150 (5 months ago) Show Hide  

+16  
  

Reply  

Shear Fuzion is great. It makes the cut easier and faster, and it's simply very practical and useful.  
Mikeyp2887 (5 months ago) Show Hide  

+11  
  

Reply  

ShearFuzion is like the Mac of the Scissor world. The best haircut of my life!  
cashrad (4 months ago) Show Hide  
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+9  
  

Reply  

Shearfuzion is the best invention ever made for cutting hair!!  
Akuzmen (3 months ago) Show Hide  

+5  
  

Reply  

Enrico is the best barber I have ever had he is incredibly quick and extremely skilled. I would recommend 
him and his product to anyone.  
Comment(s) marked as spam Show  

115gph (3 months ago) Show Hide  
+3  

  
Reply  

Every other barber I've ever gone to has made some sort of mistake in cutting my hair - not Enrico - he is 
the best.  
samayj (2 weeks ago) Show Hide  

 0  
  

Reply  

I've had cuts with shear fuzion - it really works well. Also, it is very ergonomic and helped someone who 
had carpal tunnel syndrome recover and continue cutting hair.  
thedonrichie (1 week ago) Show Hide  

 0  
  

Reply  

Just got the enrico cut today....the shearfusion was awesome. he cut my hair in ten minutes and I had 
quite a mop of hair. I don't know much about cutting hair, but if I were a hairstylist I would want my 
customer to experience this product. Not to mention Enrico is sweet  

 

Source: http://www.youtube.com/comment_servlet?all_comments&v=seqn0y-

tDho&fromurl=/watch%3Fv%3Dseqn0y-tDho%26feature%3Dchannel_page 
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